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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2045204A1] A scissor lift comprising a load carrying platform, a base frame (7), a first and second leg unit situated between the platform
and the frame, the leg units crossing each other at an axis (3) and being pivotally interconnected at said axis (3), the first leg (1) being connected
at one end to the load carrying platform by first fixed pivot means (13) and provided at the other end with first freely rotatable roller means (14)
contacting the base frame (7); the second leg unit (2) being connected at one end to the base frame by second fixed pivot means (12) and provided
at the other end with second freely rotatable roller means (15) contacting the underside of the load carrying platform, wherein the distance between
the first fixed pivot means (13) and the inter connecting pivot (3) and the distance between the first freely rotatable roller means (14) and the
interconnecting pivot axis (3) are different and the centre of the first fixed pivot (13) being above the line of an axis passing through the centre of
the first freely rotatable roller means (14) and the centre of the said interconnecting pivot (3), and wherein the distance between the second fixed
pivot means (12) and the interconnecting pivot (3) and the second rotatable roller means (15) and connecting pivot are different and the centre of the
second fixed pivot means (12) being above a line projected from a straight axis passing through the centre of the second freely rotatable roller and
the centre of the interconnecting pivot.
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